
 Objectives
 At the end of the unit you will be able to:

  Interpret oral and written language related to health matters and 
environmental issues by listening to and reading authentic texts.

 Generate spoken and written language by conveying information 
on health matters and environmental issues in order to consolidate 
his/her knowledge of the language and the world.

The environmenT around 
The world

Unit 5
ENGLISH
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In this unit you will practice using vocabulary related to environmental and health topics. You will consider the cause and effect 
relationships of different environmental and health problems and look for solutions. You will use pre-reading strategies to 
activate the knowledge that you already have. You will practice skimming texts to understand the main idea and scanning 
texts in search of specific information. You will learn strategies for editing and revising and will practice these editing 
strategies on your own work.  

Unit guidelines

Introduction: Hands on!

In this unit you will write about solutions to environmental problems. You will begin the writing process by 
brainstorming the cause and effect relationships that have led to environmental damage and degradation. You will also 
brainstorm solutions to these problems.You will practice revision strategies such as proofreading and peer editing as 
part of the writing process. In the unit project, you will write a complete essay in which you will present a solution to a 
specific environmental problem. The unit five project is called “Environmental problems and solutions”.

Unit 5

The Environment Around 
The World

Lesson 1

Pollutants

Lesson 2

Oil spills

Lesson 5

Protection of  the 
environment

Lesson 4

Natural disasters

Lesson 3

Global warming

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Grammar

Vocabulary

Pronunciation
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Unit Five Lesson 1
is recyclinG really helpful?

Getting started!

Why is it important to reduce and to reuse 
materials?
What items can easily be recycled?
Would you recycle more if recycling were easier?
How is our own health affected by the environment?

Achievement indicators
 I can confidently and respectfully exchange ideas and opinions on 

environmental issues during group work.
 I can suggest solutions to environmental and health problems with 

appropriate use of infinitive clauses and phrases.

 I can write ideas and opinions about environmental problems in my 
society and the world with correct grammar and syntax.

Conversation and more
Listen to and read the following conversation.  Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.

A:  Hi, Patty.  This is Walter.
B:  Hi, Walter.  How are you doing?
A:  I’m doing well. I am calling to see if you would 

like to come with us to the river tomorrow for a 
volunteer clean up project. We are going to collect 
trash from around the river during the morning 
and have a barbeque in the afternoon.

B:  That sounds like fun. What time is everybody 
going to the river?

A:  Around 8:00 a.m. 
B:  Should I bring anything?
A:  Just clothes that can get dirty and a good pair   

of boots.
B:  And for the barbeque?
A:  The barbeque will be there next to the river. If you 

want, you could bring some drinks.
B:  Ok, I’ll see you there.

Activity 1
Answer the following questions about the conversation.

1.  What kind of project is Walter inviting Patty to?
2.  After spending the morning cleaning up around the 

river, what are they going to do in the afternoon?
3.  What does Walter suggest that Patty should wear?
4.  What time is everybody going to meet at the river?
5.  What is Patty going to bring for the barbeque?
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 Enrich your vocabulary
Do you reduce, reuse and recycle to help the 
environment?  Listen to and read the following passage 
about these three concepts.

The easiest way we can help solve the pollution problem 
is to _(1)_ the amount of trash we produce. We can 
limit the amount of trash we throw away by avoiding 
disposable products like _(2)_ forks and Styrofoam cups 
and by avoiding products with lots of plastic packaging. 

Reusing materials is something that we do every day that 
also reduces the amount of garbage that we throw away. 
When you _(3)_ a plastic bag from the supermarket 
to collect household trash, you get more use out of a 
disposable product. 

After we reduce the amount of trash we produce and 
reuse as many items as _(4)_, we can still _(5)_ many 
items that are no longer useful. Recycling materials like 
glass, aluminum, and paper saves energy and _(6)_ the 
environment.

Listen to the passage again.  Fill in the blanks with the  
             words that you hear.

What are some ways that you reuse materials in your home or 
at work?  Make a list of 5 items that you reuse on a  
regular basis.

Activity 4
Answer the following questions about recycling in your 
community.

1.  Do you know any people or businesses that collect 
plastic materials to be recycled?

2.  Where is the nearest place where you can sell 
aluminum items like soda cans?

3. Does your town have a recycling program?
4. How could recycling be made easier?

Activity 5

Decide whether the following statements are true or false.

1. You make less trash when you use fewer  
disposable products.

2. Plastic bags are not useful after you leave   
the supermarket.

3. If you can reduce the amount of trash that you throw 
away, you are helping to solve the pollution problem.

4. Many disposable items can be reused.
5. Recycling is not a good way to reduce pollution.

Activity 2

Activity 3
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Language in use
Using the infinitive

When a verb appears in its simple form after the article 
“to,” it is an infinitive verb. Some examples of infinitive 
verbs are “to be,” “to do,” “to try,” and “to work”.   Infinitive 
verbs are used in English the same way that they are used 
in Spanish.

The following paragraph about carbon dioxide emissions 
has several examples of infinitive verbs. Read the 
paragraph and notice how these verbs are used.

Organizations are trying to reduce greenhouse gases. 
In Europe, factories and businesses that produce a lot 
of carbon dioxide (CO2) have to pay money for the air 
pollution they cause. Companies that reduce the amount 
of CO2 that goes into the atmosphere are able to receive 
money from the biggest polluters. This encourages 
polluters to produce less CO2 in order to save or even to 
make money.

Activity 6
List the six infinitive verbs used in the paragraph above.

Activity 7
Complete the following sentences using the infinitive verbs you 
listed in Activity 6.

1.  I have __ dinner early tonight.
2.  We have __ $175 per month to rent this house. 
3.  Diana bought fluorescent lights __ electricity. 
4.  The new hydroelectric dam is able __ enough 

electricity to power 2,000 homes.
5.  We need to burn less fossil fuels __ the amount of 

air pollution.
6.  My cousin told me that I am going __ a package in 

the mail. 

Glossary: 
Greenhouse: a building used in cold climates for growing plants. In a greenhouse, 
sunlight enters through glass or clear plastic and warms the inside.

Greenhouse effect: the warming of the earth caused by sunlight that trapped by 
certain gases and pollutants as if the earth were a giant greenhouse.

Activity 8
Each of the following five sentences contains a verb that is not 
in its infinitive form. Identify the verb in each sentence and 
write it in its infinitive form. Follow the example below.

Example: I rode to school in the bus.
Answer: to ride

1. The clowns told jokes.
2. We were happy.
3. The airplane flew over San Vicente.
4. They saw the sunrise.
5. I pay the rent for my house.
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Conversation and more
Tomasino is trying to sell his house, and Marco is 
a potential buyer. Listen to and read the following 
conversation between them. Look up any new words in 
a dictionary.

A:  It is pretty hot in this neighborhood.
B:  Yes, at this time of day it is. It used to be a lot cooler 

here when there were more trees. 
A:   I like this house and the location is very good 

because it is close to where I work. I just don’t think 
that I could get used to this heat. 

B:  There used to be a big mango tree that gave the 
house a lot of shade. It was less hot then. Last year 
we cut down the mango tree to plant those two 
avocado trees. As the avocado trees grow, there 
will be a lot more shade. 

A: Yes, I suppose that the shade they give will cool the 
house a lot, but it will take a few years before that 
happens.

B:  The soil here is very good. We have always had a 
compost pile. We add the compost to the trees to 
help them grow. 

A:  I see.
B:  Well, Marco, think it over and if you have any 

other questions let me know.
A:  Ok, Tomasino, it was nice meeting you.
B: You too.

Questions Answers
1 why does marco like the location of the house? A it is hot.
2 what used to give the house a lot of shade? B it is close to where he works.

3 what does marco not like about the house? C a big mango tree.

4 what did Tomasino plant that will give the house 
more shade in the future?

D compost.

5 what does Tomasino add to his fruit trees to 
help them grow?

E Two avocado trees.

Choose the letter that best answers the following questions.

Activity 9

A compost pile reduces the amount of garbage that we 
throw away by reusing and recycling organic material. 
This organic fertilizer can be used in gardens and on 
household plants. It is a great substitute for chemical 
fertilizer. Well made compost contains nitrogen, 
potassium, phosphorous and other trace elements that 
improve soil fertility and help make plants grow.

Don’t forget!
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Time to read
You can often learn the meaning of new words from the 
context. Read the passage below and use the context to 
determine the meaning of unknown words.

The desire to have a house on the edge of a river or next 
to a lake has caused the destruction of many wetlands. 
Overbuilding in wetland areas has affected many types 
of wildlife. As wetlands are removed, fish and birds that 
depend on wetlands lose their natural habitat.

Another problem is that removing wetlands can cause 
serious flooding. Wetlands act like a sponge that absorbs 
and slows the movement of water. When wetlands are 
filled in or removed, the risk of flooding increases. 

The following words were used in the previous passage. Look 
carefully at the context in which the words were used. Match 
the definitions below with the words in the box. 

1.  too much construction
2.  an area of land that is usually wet, often on the edge 

of a body of water
3.  a certain type of environment or place where 

something lives
4.  destruction caused by large amounts of water 
5.  wild, undomesticated animals 

overbuilding wetland flood

wildlife  habitat

What are some examples of environmental 
damage or degradation? Brainstorm different 
forms of environmental damage or degradation. 
Make sure to write down all the ideas that occur 
to you. 
Choose one example from your list. Write two 
paragraphs about this example of environmental 
damage. Describe how it occurred, what the result 
was and how it has affected peoples’ lives. 

Hands on! 5A

Activity 10
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Conversation and more
Listen to Sarah talking about how contamination was 
affecting her family and what they did about it.  

Activity 11

Listen to the passage one more time, and then decide  
             whether the following statements are true or false.

1.  Sarah’s mom has a gas stove.
2.  The kitchen at Sara’s house was not well ventilated.
3.  It was in July that her mom got sick.
4.  The doctor said that her mom had a heart attack.
5.  The doctor recommended that her mom avoid 

inhaling smoke.
6.  They installed a chimney in the kitchen.

Activity 12

1 in order to have safe drinking water A that is why it is necessary to cook pork 
well before eating it.

2 To prevent respiratory problems B we need to protect our water supply from 
contamination.

3 many parasites can live in both pigs and 
humans,

C because water contamination has resulted 
in high levels of mercury in many species.

4 pregnant women are told not to eat too 
much fish

D it is important to avoid having smoke in 
the home.

5 it is a good idea to use sunscreen E because too much exposure to sunlight 
can increase the risk of skin cancer.

Match the phrases on the left with the phrases on the right to make complete sentences.

Our personal health depends in many ways on 
the health of the environment. We depend on 
a clean and healthy environment for the air we 
breathe, the food we eat and the water we drink.

What for?
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Activity 13

Complete the following sentences with the infinitive verbs  
given below.

1.  Outhouses should be built away from rivers or 
streams in order __ contamination.  

2.  Some cases of soil erosion are so severe that you 
have __ it to believe it.

3.  Some people who drink water from wells or spring 
have __ the water first to avoid getting sick.

4.  Some towns have begun new programs that make it 
easier __.

5.  Reusing products like plastic bags or plastic bottles 
is a great way to __ the amount of garbage that we 
throw away.

to see to recycle to reduce

to boil to avoid

Activity 14

Listen to the following sentences and fill in the blanks  
             with the words you hear.

1.  Scientists have determined that the __ effect is 
causing global warming.

2.  __ help to absorb and to slow the movement of 
water and can reduce the risk of __.

3.  Many types of __ are at risk of extinction because of 
the loss of __. 

4.  __ is an easy way to __ organic material to improve 
__ quality. 

Activity 15
El Salvador is the most deforested country in all of the 
Americas. This means that the percentage of land in El 
Salvador with original forest is less than any other country in 
the hemisphere. Write a paragraph containing three or four 
sentences describing how you think this has happened and 
what you think should be done about it.

Lesson core

In this lesson you have presented your own ideas and opinions about 
environmental issues. You have practiced using infinitive clauses and phrases. 
You have written and edited your own writing about environmental problems 
and solutions and considered the effect of loss of habitat on wildlife.

Glossary:
Outhouse:  a small structure outside of a home with a toilet. Outhouses do not have 
running water.

Write sentences using each verb in the infinitive.

1.  to use
2.  to keep
3.  to cook
4.  to use
5.  to have
6.  to protect 
7.  to prevent

Activity 16
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Which items should go into a compost 
pile?
a) banana peels, mango peels,  
 apple cores
b) steel, iron, copper
c) plastic, glass, newspaper
d) lawn chairs, sunscreen, bathing caps

One way to help the environment is 
___.
a) recycle
b) to recycle
c) recyclable
d) bicycle

The ___ is the warming of the earth that 
is caused by gasses that trap the heat from 
sunlight.
a) wetland
b) wildlife
c) greenhouse effect
d) reduce, reuse, recycle

1 3

2 Which of the following verbs are in the 
infinitive?
a) singing, dancing, running
b) sang, danced, ran
c) singer, dancer, runner
d) to sing, to dance, to run

4

RECYCLING INCENTIVES

 
 

Used aluminum, copper and paper are some 
of the materials that can be sold to recyclers. 

Many people collect items like aluminum cans to 
sell the metal to recyclers. Some countries and 
regions have tried to increase the incentives for 
recycling. In the U.S., the state of Massachusetts 

charges 5 cents for each aluminum can that 
is purchased. When people return cans to be 

recycled, the state pays them 5 cents per can.

Answers:1. a     2. c     3. b    4. d

UNIT 4
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Choose the letter that best answers each question or statement.
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Unit Five Lesson 2
how much damaGe do oil spills cause?

Getting started!

What human activities have caused climate change?
How has the way we view over population changed 
over the last two hundred years?
What is the difference between skimming and 
scanning?
What are effective proofreading techniques?

Achievement indicators
 I can correctly use the passive voice, the present perfect and present 

perfect continuous to describe the effects of human actions on   
the environment.

 I can successfully scan articles and pieces of news for specific 
information on pollutants.

 I can describe health problems caused by pollutants, oil spills and 
global warming with correct use of passive voice.

Conversation and more 
Listen to and read the following conversation.  Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.

A:  The river behind my house has been dirty ever 
since they started the new construction  
project, Karla.

B:  I have noticed that too, Julia. How much longer do 
you think that they will be building?

A:  Probably for another few months. I noticed 
yesterday that they started planting grass to keep 
the dirt from washing into the river.

B:  Yes, I saw that, too.  That should help a lot. They 
should have tried to finish construction before the 
rainy season. 

A:  I agree. The river has become dirty and that affects 
all of us.

Activity 1
Answer the following questions about the conversation.

1. What sort of project has made the river behind 
Julia’s house dirty?

2. What has been done to stop the dirt from going into 
the river?

3. Why does Karla say that they should have finished 
construction before the rainy season?

4. What has happened that Julia says “affects all of us”?
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Time to read
Read the following passage.  Look up any new words in  
a dictionary.

In 1989 the oil tanker “Exxon Valdez” hit a reef and 
spilled over 10 million gallons of oil into the Prince 
William Sound. The Prince William Sound is a body 
of water on the southern coast of Alaska. It is home to 
an enormous amount of wildlife including orca whales, 
eagles and salmon. Many animals died from exposure to 
the oil while others died because their food source was 
contaminated. 

This oil spill caused severe environmental damage to a 
pristine area of natural beauty and biological diversity. 
The local economy which relied heavily on fishing and 
tourism was badly affected by the oil spill. 

Since the spill, new rules have been made to regulate how 
and where large oil tankers move in the Prince William 
Sound. The United States Congress also created new 
rules that regulate how oil tankers are built.  

Activity 2
Scan the previous reading to answer the following questions. 
Remember that when scanning a text you are looking for 
specific information.

1. What are some examples of wildlife in the Prince 
William Sound?

2. How many gallons of oil did the Exxon Valdez spill?
3. What are two ways that animals died as a result of 

the oil spill?
4. Where is the Prince William Sound located?
5. What are two new rules designed to prevent oil spills?
6. What parts of the local economy were affected by 

the spill?

Activity 3
If there were an oil spill near the coast of El Salvador, 
how would it affect the local economy? Write one short 
paragraph describing environmental, health, economic and 
environmental problems that would result from a large 
quantity of oil spilled on the Salvadoran coast.

Glossary: 
Oil tanker: a giant boat made to transport oil.

Pristine: pure and free from contamination.
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Language in use
Review of the passive voice. Part I

Most of the time, the noun at the end of a sentence 
receives the action. 
For example: Aerosols are destroying the ozone layer. 

We can rearrange this sentence so that the noun that 
receives the action appears at the beginning. This is called 
the passive voice. 
For example: The ozone layer is being destroyed by 
aerosols.

Notice that when using the passive voice, the verb “be” is 
added before the main verb.

Activity 4

The following sentences are in the active voice because the 
second noun receives the action. Change the sentences so that 
the second noun appears in the beginning of the sentence. 
Remember that you will need to add the verb “be”. Follow the 
example below.

Example:  Over fishing has lowered fish populations. 
Answer:  Fish populations have been lowered by  

  over fishing.

1.  Chemical fertilizers have polluted many rivers  
and lakes.

2.  Human activity has changed the climate.
3.  Construction has eliminated wild life habitat.
4.  Oil spills have caused environmental damage.
5. The environment affects our personal health.

Activity 5
Complete the following sentences with the words given below.

1.  The air is being __ by burning fossil fuels.
2.  Wildlife is damaged by oil __.
3.  Governments have been receiving __ for years 

about the danger of climate change.
4.  Sea turtles have been found trapped by __ in   

the ocean.
5. Our local economy is hurt by environmental __.

Activity 6
If the noun at the beginning of the sentence receives the action, 
then the sentence is in the passive voice. Decide if the following 
sentences are in the passive voice or if they are not in the  
passive voice.

1.  The Exxon Valdez spilled oil.
2.  Oil was spilled by an oil tanker. 
3.  Some rare animals are hunted by people.
4.  Some hunters illegally kill endangered animals.
5.  Burning plastic produces toxic smoke.
6. Lungs can be damaged by smoke.

damage contaminated spills

warnings  plastic
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Language in use
Review of the passive voice. Part II
When is it a good idea to use the  
passive voice?
When writing, it is generally a good idea to limit your 
use of the passive voice. The passive voice is often weak 
and ambiguous. For example: 
The river has been contaminated. In this sentence, it is 
unclear who contaminated the river. If you know who 
caused the contamination, it would be better to use the 
active voice. The cement factory contaminated the river. 

There are some times when it is a good 
idea to use the passive voice.
The baby was born at 6:00 a.m. This sentence focuses 
the reader’s attention on the baby. Sandy gave birth at 
6:00 a.m. This sentence focuses on the mother. If the 
writer wanted the reader to put his attention on the baby, 
the passive voice would be the best choice.

Activity 7
The following sentences in the passive are ambiguous because 
it is unclear who is causing the action. Make the sentences 
stronger by using the active voice. Place the noun that appears 
in parenthesis at the beginning of the sentence. Follow the 
example below.

Example:  The first antibiotic was discovered in  
  1928. (Alexander Fleming)

Answer:  Alexander Fleming discovered the first  
  antibiotic in 1928. 

1.  The dog was killed in front of my house. (A car)

2.  Oil was spilled in the Prince William Sound. (The 
Exxon Valdez oil tanker)

3.  My wallet was found behind the sofa. (My wife)

4.  The boat was sailed from Acajutla to Los Angeles. 
(Captain Rich Johnson)

5.  The national anthem was played in the park. (The 
town band)

In lesson one you wrote about an incident of 
environmental damage and degradation. In this 
Hands on! activity you will practice editing and 
proofreading. Begin by following this  
proofreading checklist.
1. Read the entire paper out loud.
2. Circle words that might be wrong and look them up.
Answer the following questions:
3. Have you begun all sentences with a capital letter? 
4. Have you capitalized specific people, places, or 
things?
5. Does each sentence end with the correct 
punctuation mark?
6. Have you properly punctuated dialogue with 
quotation marks?
7. Scan for homonyms such as there, their, they’re, 
to, too, two, its, it’s, our, are, your, you’re. Were they 
used correctly?
8. Are apostrophes in place to mark contractions or 
show possession?
After reviewing all the items on the checklist and 
marking the parts of your writing that need to be 
changed, edit your work to make the necessary 
corrections.

Hands on! 5B

Glossary: 
Proofreading:  reading to identify errors.
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Enrich your vocabulary
Learn the meaning of new words and phrases from   
the context. Read the following passage and complete the 
activities below.

Scientists are now predicting that severe climate change 
will threaten people in many parts of the word in the 
coming years. These changes could put our food supply 
at risk. How fast these changes occur depends on our 
ability to adapt and to limit the stress that we are putting 
on the environment. 

Many countries have begun to create strict laws that limit 
the amount of pollution that goes into the atmosphere. If 
governments are successful in reducing the greenhouse 
gasses that cause global warming. Perhaps some of the 
worst climate change predictions can be avoided.

Activity 9

 Listen to the following four definitions. Each definition  
              corresponds to one of the items in the box below.

Activity 8

The images below show different sources of greenhouse gasses. 
Identify which source of pollution corresponds with each image.

exhaust from 
automobiles

emissions from power 
plants

gasses from landfills  burning of forests and 
deforestation

greenhouse gasses food supply

climate change global warming

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Time to read
Practice skimming the following passages for ideas  
and themes.

Passage 1
A Christmas Carol was written in 1843 by the English 
writer Charles Dickens. In the story, Ebenezer Scrooge is 
an uncharitable character who is disgusted by the poor. He 
says that if there are poor people who want to die, “then 
they had better do it, and decrease the surplus population.” 
His statement tells us something about a feeling in England 
at the time. It was a feeling that there are too many people.

At the time that the book was published, the population 
of England was growing rapidly. In 1850 there were over 
14 million people in England. The population in England 
today is about 52 million. Concern about overpopulation 
continues as the number of humans sharing the  
planet grows.

Activity 10
Skim the reading above to understand the main idea. 
Remember that skimming is to read quickly, just to understand 
the main points. After skimming the reading, choose which of the 
following sentences best summarizes the text.

1.  The English don’t care about the poor.
2.  There will be fewer people in the future.
3.  The population will grow forever.
4.  People have been concerned about overpopulation 

for a long time.

Passage 2
The Population Bomb was written in 1968 by the 
influential American demographer Paul Ehrlich. In his 
book, Ehrlich predicted that in the 1970s and 1980s 
overpopulation would result in the worst famine in 
human history.

His predictions did not come true. Since the time 
Ehrlich published his book, food production has grown 
faster than the human population. Severe hunger and 
famine have occurred in some parts of the world but this 
has been a result of political instability and economic 
imbalance. During the years since the book was written, 
there has not been a worldwide shortage of food.

Activity 11
Answer the following questions about the readings above.

1. In your own words, summarize the second reading 
in one sentence.

2.  Both readings discuss population. How would you 
compare the feelings about population in England in 
the 1800s with the feeling expressed by Paul Ehrlich 
in 1968?

3.  Do you think that the earth can sustain a human 
population much larger than the one we have today?

Glossary:
Demographer: measures populations and trends.

Sustain: maintain or support.

Skimming is useful for getting the general idea of 
a reading. Skimming is a very useful technique to 
use when conducting research. Researchers skim 
many documents and articles in search of material 
that is important to their work. By skimming, they 
can search many documents to find relevant texts. 
Once they have identified important articles, they 
can then read them slowly and carefully.

What for?
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Activity 12
The following sentences have not been proofread and must be 
edited. Read the sentences carefully and rewrite them with the 
necessary corrections. Review the proofreading checklist on 
page 206 before editing the sentences below.

1.  My friend megan keep a compost pile behind   
her house.

2.  They’re are many ways to reduce air pollution
3.  This is Mr. Guerreros piece of land.
4.  How long will you too be staying.
5.  my teacher said to me “come to school on time or 

dont come at all.

Activity 13
Make the following sentences stronger by eliminating the 
passive voice. Put the noun in parenthesis at the beginning of 
the sentence. Follow the example below.

Example:  Her cell phone has been stolen. (A thief)

Answer:  A thief has stolen her cell phone.

1.  The chemistry of the atmosphere has been changed. 
(Human activity)

2.  The number of tuna in the ocean has decreased. 
(Over fishing)

3.  Many wetlands have been destroyed. (Housing 
developments)

4.  Concern about over population was expressed in 
the 1800s. (The character Ebenezer Scrooge)

5.  New information about the atmosphere has been 
discovered. (Climate scientists)

Activity 14
Complete the following sentences with the past participle of the 
verb in parenthesis.  Follow the example below.

Example:  CO2 levels in the atmosphere have   
  (go) up because of human activity.

Answer:  CO2 levels in the atmosphere have   
  gone up because of human activity.

1.  Smoke in the home has been (show) to cause 
respiratory problems.

2.  Skin cancer risk has (grow) because of the 
destruction of the ozone layer.

3.  Many rivers and lakes have been (contaminate) by 
pesticides and fertilizers.

4.  In some places, contamination has (reduce) access 
to safe drinking water.

Lesson core

In this lesson you have skimmed readings to 
understand the main idea and important themes. 
You have scanned texts looking for specific 
information. In this lesson you have used the 
passive voice and considered situations when the 
passive voice can be imprecise and ambiguous. 
You have used proofreading and editing 
strategies on your own writing.
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 Which of the following sentences 
contains the most information?
a) My necklace was found.
b) My necklace was found behind  
 the seat.
c) The bus driver found my necklace.
d) The bus driver found my necklace  
 behind the seat.

Which of these sentences is in the 
passive voice?
a) There was an oil spill.
b) He spilled oil.
c) Oil was spilled.
d) I saw the oil spill.

Demographers have predicted serious 
problems because of ___.
a) population growth
b) oil spills
c) carbon dioxide
d) respiratory problems

1 3

2 What does it mean to scan a text?
a) Read it carefully.
b) Read quickly to get the general idea.
c) Proofread for errors for specific words.
d) Search for specific words or phrases.

4

GREEN REVOLUTION

The “green revolution” refers to the agricultural 
transformation that began in the 1940s and 

1950s. Development of large irrigation systems, 
agricultural subsidies and improved crop varieties 

have all contributed to the enormous increase 
in agricultural productivity. It is this increased 

productivity that has allowed the human 
population to grow to the approximately seven 

billion people that are alive today.

Answers:1.  d     2. a     3. c     4. d

Choose the letter that best answers each question or statement.
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Unit Five Lesson 3
how is Global warminG affecTinG us?

Getting started!

What are continuous actions?
When you are reading or listening to something in 
English, do you need to understand every word?
When should you use “for” and when should you use 
“since”?
What is the effect of increased carbon dioxide on the 
world’s oceans?

Achievement indicators
 I can infer the meaning of new words and expressions from recorded 

authentic material.
 I can successfully identify main ideas and key, information on 

environmental, problems and solutions from, radio and TV broadcasts.

Glossary: 
Fuel: combustible material.

 I can describe finished and unfinished continuous actions related to 
environmental issues with grammatical accuracy.

 I can clearly get the notions of finished and unfinished continuous 
actions from peers’ oral input and other authentic sources.

Conversation and more 
Listen to and read the following conversation.  Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.

A:  These environmental groups that say we should 
drive smaller cars are crazy. I think that they 
should stop complaining, Nancy.

B:  Why do you say that, Kevin? It is a fact that large 
gas guzzling vehicles cause more pollution than 
small, fuel efficient cars.

A:  Do you really think that air pollution from cars is 
causing global warming?

B:  Of course I do. Scientists have agreed for many 
years that human activity is causing global 
warming. It is important that we do all that we can 
to limit pollution.

Activity 1
Choose the letter that best answers each of the following 
questions about the conversation.

1.  Identify the meaning from the context. What do you 
think is the meaning of “gas guzzling”?

 A. heavy drinking   
 B. to consume a lot of gas

2.  What kind of groups does Kevin think should stop 
complaining?

 A. environmental   
 B. labor rights

3.  If you are concerned about the environment, why 
might you choose to drive a small car?

 A. they fit in small spaces
 B. they burn less fuel   
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Language in use
Using “for” and “since” with a 
continuous action

Use “for” when talking about an amount of time.
Example: I have been driving for five hours.

Use “since” when talking about a point in time when an 
action began.
Example: I have been working since 7:00 a.m.

Activity 2

Complete  the following sentences with “ for” or “since”.

1.  We haven’t seen Daniel __ Friday.
2.  He has been studying __ two weeks.
3.  We’ve had a dog __I was five years old.
4.  It has been raining __ yesterday.
5.  We have been married __ ten years.
6.  I have only been waiting here __ a little while.

Activity 3
You will use “ for” or “since” depending on whether you are 
discussing an amount of time or a specific point in time. Divide 
the following items into two groups. Group 1 should contain 
amounts of time, and Group 2 should contain points in time.

Activity 4

Listen to the following passage. Then answer the   
             questions below.

1.  How many more weeks will the course last?
2.  How long have you been working here?
3.  When did scientists start to notice global warming?
4.  Have you been waiting here for a long time?
5.  How long have you known Greg?

I got sick ten years September

1986 the phone rang  one week

a month we were in 
kindergarten three days

last week a few minutes an hour
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Time to read
Read the following passage and graphs about global 
warming. Look up any new words in a dictionary.

Spreading concern about global warming

In a 2006 study by the Pew Global Attitudes Project, 
people in China and the United States appeared to be 
the least concerned about global warming. As you can 
see, China and the United States are the two countries 
that produce the most carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is 
the most important greenhouse gas.  Read and study the 
following charts.

Activity 5
Answer the following questions about the charts.

1.  Among the countries listed, which country is most 
concerned about global warming?

2.  In what year was the chart about carbon dioxide 
emissions made?

3.  Which country produces the least amount of CO2 
in the chart above?

4.  Which is the most important greenhouse gas?
5.  China has four times as many people as the United 

States but both countries produce about the same 
amount of CO2. Which country produces more 
CO2 per person?

Activity 6
How do you think that global warming will affect El 
Salvador? Will it change the way we live? Will it affect all 
Salvadorans in the same way? Write a short paragraph giving 
your own answers to these questions. 

Activity 7
Based on the statistics related to CO2 production and 
concern about global warming, decide whether the following 
statements are true or false. Refer to the graphs on this page.

1. The French are more concerned about global 
warming than the Spanish.

2. The Japanese are the most concerned about global 
warming according to this chart.

3. China and the United States are the two largest 
producers of CO2 in the world.

4. People in India don’t worry about global warming.
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Activity 8

 In this activity you will listen to three short passages.  
              Each passage corresponds to one of the questions below.  
             Choose the best answer for each question.

1.  Why does Mike want to pass the math test?
 A. to finish high school
 B. to keep playing on the soccer team
 C. to become an accountant
 D. to be better than his classmates

2.  What made Hannah fall off her bike?
 A. She wasn’t paying attention.
 B. She can’t ride very well.
 C. She was going too fast.
 D. A dog came out and scared her.

3.  Why does Susan want it to rain?
 A. Because she just planted roses this morning.
 B. Because she hates the dust.
 C. Her flowers are dying.
 D. She enjoys the rain.

Look at the paragraphs that you wrote for the 
previous activities in the first two lessons of 
this unit. Here you described an example of 
environmental damage or degradation.

Now, brainstorm possible solutions to this 
problem. On a blank piece of paper, write down 
all the ideas that occur to you. Do not write in 
complete sentences, just take notes. Write down as 
many ideas as possible. For now don’t worry if the 
ideas are good or bad. The important thing is to 
get them written down.

Once you have finished brainstorming solutions, 
review your list carefully. Choose the ideas that 
you think make the most sense. These should 
be ideas about how we can limit or reverse 
environmental damage.

Hands on! 5C

Enrich your vocabulary

When you are listening to someone speaking English, you 
can often get the notion of what they are saying even if you 
don’t understand every word. When listening, focus on 
the parts that you do understand to get the general idea.
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When describing continuous actions that 
began in the past, it is important to correctly 
use “for” and “since”. These words are necessary 
for knowing when something began (“since”) 
or for knowing how long something has been 
happening (“for”).

What for?

Activity 9

Listen to and read the following passage and fill in the  
             blanks with “ for” or “since”.

I have been going to the river near my house _(1)_ I was 
a kid. _(2)_ the last few years the river has been really 
dirty. My dad has been going to that river _(3)_ the last 
60 years and he has never seen it this bad. I noticed that 
it has been getting worse ever _(4)_ they started farming 
on the hills above the river.

The following sentences are in the passive voice because the 
noun that receives the action appears at the beginning of the 
sentence. Rewrite the sentences in the active voice by placing 
the noun that receives the action after the verb. Follow the 
example below.

Example:  Many farmers have been affected by  
  global warming.

Answer:  Global warming has affected   
  many farmers.

1.  Rising temperatures have been caused by 
greenhouse gasses.

2.  Politicians have been warned about global warming 
by scientists for many years.

3.  More greenhouse gasses are produced by large cars 
than by small cars.

4.  Polar bears have been put in danger by rising 
temperatures.

5.  The weather has been altered by global warming.

When using the passive voice, the noun that receives the 
action appears in the beginning of the sentence and the 
verb “be” must be added.

Don’t forget!

Activity 10
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Language in use
Finished and unfinished continuous 
actions

Unfinished continuous actions are actions that began in 
the past and continue in the present.
Use the present perfect continuous:

Examples:  I have been studying English for two years. (I  
     have not finished yet.)

Use the present perfect with “for” or “since”:

Example:    We have lived here for three years. (We still  
     live here.)

Finished continuous actions are actions that have been 
finished in the past.
Use the present perfect:  

Example:  We have seen the new movie. (But we are not  
   watching it right now.)

Activity 11

Listen to the following sentences and questions   
             describing unfinished actions. Complete the sentences  
             with the correct form of the verb in parenthesis. 

1.  My dad has __ on this farm for ten years. (work)

2.  We have been __ for an hour now. (wait)

3.  Sandy has not been __ to school very much. 
(come)

4.  He has __ sick for several days. (be)

5.  How long have you __ here? (live)

6.  Have you been __ English for a long time? (study)

Activity 12
Change the sentences into finished continuous actions by using 
the present perfect. Follow the example below.

Example:  They met Bethany.
Answer:  They have met Bethany.

1.  I had breakfast.
2.  We saw Mario.
3.  Did you go into town?
4.  I did not finish my homework.
5.  They came here from Mexico.
6.  He built two houses.

Activity 13
Decide whether the following sentences describes a finished or 
unfinished continuous action.

1. We have been coming here for a long time.
2. They have started building their house.
3. My dad has been sick for a week.
4. We have gone shopping today.
5. The kids have taken the bus by themselves since   

last year.
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Activity 14
Choose the best ending for each of the following sentences. 
Remember that “since” indicates when something began and 
“ for” represents an amount of time. Follow the example below. 

Example:  My parents have been living with us  
  since __. (six months, July)

Answer:  My parents have been living with us  
  since July. (July goes with “since”   
  because it is a point in time!)

1.  The human population has been growing for __ 
(thousands of years, pre-Roman times)

2.  We have been here at the beach for __. (this 
morning, two hours)

3.  These orange trees have been here since __. (three 
years, we bought the house)

4.  I have been driving for __. (two hours, 1:00)

5.  Jim has not owned a car since __. (six years, he lost 
his job)

6.  We haven’t seen María for __. (a few days, last 
week)

Activity 15
Complete the following sentences with “has/have” or “has/
have” + been”, depending on the context. Follow the  
example below. 

Example:  We __ seeing fewer birds in the last  
  few years.

Answer:  We have been seeing fewer birds in the  
  last few years.

1.  He __ made organic compost.
2.  Average global temperatures __ rising over the last 

100 years.
3.  Extra CO2 in the atmosphere __ caused global 

warming.
4.  Mary __ watched her electricity bill go down since 

she started using fluorescent lights.
5.  We __ not __ doing enough to stop climate change.

Activity 16

Listen to what Patty has been doing this weekend and  
             summarize her activities in one sentence.

Lesson core

In this lesson you have practiced describing finished 
and unfinished continuous actions with the present 
perfect and the present perfect continuous tenses. 
You know the appropriate use of “for” and “since”. 
“Since” is used for the time something began, 
and “for” is used for an amount of time. You have 
brainstormed solutions to environmental problems 
and have used listening strategies to understand the 
meaning of audio exercises.
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 The word “since” best completes which 
sentence?
a)  We have been living in Sensuntepeque  
 __ two years.
b) We have been living in Sensuntepeque  
 __ nine months.
c) We have been living in Sensuntepeque  
 __ a long time.
d) We have been living in Sensuntepeque  
 __ I was 12 years old.

Complete the following sentence.
Jessica __ shopping all morning.
a) has
b) has been
c) has had
d) had

Complete the following sentence.
Ivan has __ soccer since he was 6 years old.
a) play
b) played
c) playing
d) plays

1 3

2 Which of the following is an example of a 
greenhouse gas?
a) carbon dioxide
b) oxygen
c) plankton
d) deforestation

4

CHANGING THE CHEMISTRY OF OUR WORLD

Answers:1.  d   2. b    3. b   4. a

Choose the letter or letters that best answers each question or statement.

 
Human activity over the last 200 years has 

released an enormous amount of CO2 into the 
atmosphere. Almost half of this CO2 has been 
absorbed by the world’s oceans. This CO2  has 
made the oceans more acidic. This change in 

the chemistry of the oceans will especially hurt 
shellfish, certain types of plankton and those 

animals that depend on shellfish and plankton  
for food. 
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Unit Five Lesson 4
can we prevenT naTural disasTers?

Getting started!

What are some of the causes and effects of natural 
disasters?
How can I prepare myself before reading new 
materials?
How does the environment affect our health?
What is the difference between “effect” and “affect”?

Achievement indicators
 I can use pre-reading strategies before reading paper and online 

articles on health and environmental issues.
 I can identify relations of cause and effect in environmental and health 

issues from online articles.

 I can use contextual clues to infer meaning of new vocabulary related 
to environmental and health issues in newspaper, magazine and 
online articles.

Conversation and more 
Listen to and read the following conversation.  Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.

A:  Hi, Owen. I am starting to read a book about 
earthquake resistant home construction, and I 
wanted to ask you a few questions.

B:  Go ahead, Lucy.
A:  I remember that your old house was badly 

damaged in the earthquake a few years ago. Did 
you ever find out why it was more affected than the 
other houses in the neighborhood?  

B:  Yes, the reason is that the earth below part of the 
house was not compacted enough when the house 
was built. When the earthquake hit, the earth 
under the house sank a little. That is why the wall 
in the back of the house cracked.

A:  Oh, so the house was not on a strong foundation in 
the first place.

B:  Exactly.

Activity 1
Answer the following questions about the previous conversation.

1.  Why was Owen’s house more affected by the 
earthquake than other houses in the neighborhood?

2.  What kind of book is Lucy starting to read?
3.  How was the wall in the back of Owen’s house 

affected by the earth sinking?
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Time to read  
Read the following information about  pre-reading 
strategies.  Look up any new words in a dictionary.

Pre-reading strategies are ways of activating the 
knowledge you already have.
Pre-reading strategies are ways that you can prepare 
yourself to read about a certain topic. Follow these steps 
before beginning to read.

1. Brainstorm: 
Examine the title of the selection you are about to read. 
On a separate piece of paper, list all the information that 
you can think of about this title. This is the knowledge 
that you already have about the topic. This information 
will help you understand the material and to form your 
own opinion about the reading.

2. Vocabulary preview: 
To understand some topics, you will need to know the 
meaning of key words. Before reading, scan the text 
for new vocabulary words that appear often or seem 
especially important to understanding the text. If the 
meaning of these key words is not clear from the context, 
look them up in the dictionary. 

3. Consider the author: 
Sometimes, knowing the author’s point of view or 
opinion can help the reader put the author’s work into 
context. Ask yourself the following questions:
What is the author trying to say?  
What is his point of view? 
What is the author’s reason for writing this piece? 

Activity 2

Practice using pre-reading strategies by looking at the title of 
an article by Dr. George Garcia and a brief description of Dr. 
Garcia’s work below. 

Hypnosis and Breaking Addiction: A safe 
and effective way to quite smoking
by Dr. George Garcia

Dr. Garcia is a licensed hypnotist with over 20 years 
of experience treating addiction through therapeutic 
hypnosis.
 
1.  Identify key vocabulary words in the title and the 

description of the author. If you don’t know what 
these words mean, look them up in a dictionary. 

2.  Brainstorm what you know about quitting smoking, 
hypnosis, and addiction.

3.  Consider the point of view of the author. How do 
you think that Dr. Garcia’s view is affected by his 
experience, training, etc.
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Time to read
Use the pre-reading strategies discussed on page 220 
before reading the following passage.  Look up any new 
words in a dictionary.

Our health is directly affected by the environment 
around us. Many of the toxic items that we have in the 
home environment can affect our health. 

In the following reading, a natural products company 
paid a polling agency to measure consumer awareness 
about the potential dangers of toxic home cleaning 
products. Details of the study appeared in following 
article from the website The Daily Green.

Poll Reveals Concern and Misconceptions 
About Toxic Cleaning Products
By Brian Clark Howard

1,108 moms across the U.S. with children under the 
age of 18 living at home were surveyed for the poll. The 
results are interesting: 

 95% of moms agreed that household cleaning 
products can be made of toxic ingredients.

 81% of the respondents agreed that household 
cleaning products may trigger asthma in children 
and adults.

 Despite this, 70% claimed they thought home 
cleaning products are safe to use around their  
own family.

 Only 38% agreed with the U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency’s claim that indoor air tends to be 
more toxic than outdoor air.

 94% of moms said they would stop using their 
favorite cleaning product if they found out it may be 
harmful to their families’ health.

These results show that parents are concerned about 
the possible negative effects of chemicals they use in the 
home, but they are not aware of the problems of indoor 
air quality. 

Activity 3
Use the pre-reading strategies discussed on page 220 and 
answer the following questions about the reading passage. 

1.  This study was paid for by a natural products 
company. Why do you think that a natural products 
company would want to pay for a study about toxic 
cleaning products in the home?

2.  What is the meaning of “misconception”?
3.  The title claims that a survey showed that people 

have “concern … about toxic cleaning products”. 
When you think about this phrase, what sorts of 
ideas come to mind?

4.  The study looked for the opinions of mothers with 
children living at home. Do you think that single 
men without children would show the same amount 
of concern? 

 Glossary: 
Poll: survey.
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Language in use
Identifying cause and effect relationships 

A “cause” is something that makes something else 
happen. To determine the cause, ask the question “Why 
did it happen?” 
An “effect” is what happens as a result of the cause. To 
determine the effect, ask the question “What happened?”
Out of two related events, the cause happens first and the 
effect happens second.

For example: 
After it rained the river rose.  
 The cause (why did the river rise?): It rained.
 The effect (what happened when it rained?):  
 The river rose.

Activity 4
The following text discusses the cause and effect relationship 
between natural disasters and social and economic 
development. Do the following pre-reading activities before 
reading the article 

1.  Brainstorm what you know about the title “Disaster 
Risk Reduction”.

2.  Scan for important new vocabulary and define  
key words.

3.  Consider the source of the reading. Would the World 
Meteorological Organization be a good source of 
information about climate related disasters?

Activity 5
Answer the following questions about the different cause and 
effect relationships in the previous article.

1.  What has caused the death of over 2 million people 
between 1980 and 2005?

2.  Is extreme weather the cause of most natural disasters?
3.  How can a natural disaster affect a country’s 

economic and social development?
4.  Has the increased number of natural disasters in 

recent years caused the number of deaths related to 
natural disasters to increase also?

5.  How has the number of deaths associated with 
these disasters been affected by preparedness and 
prevention efforts?

Make sure you know the difference between 
“effect” and “affect”. These words, like all 
homonyms, share the same pronunciation but are 
spelled differently.
“Effect” means result. An “effect” was caused by 
something else.
“Affect” is a verb that means to cause a change or 
effect.

What for?

Disaster Risk Reduction

Every year, disasters related to extreme weather cause 
significant loss of life. Natural disasters can reverse a 
country’s economic and social development by many 
years. Between 1980 and 2005, nearly 7500 natural 
disasters worldwide killed over 2 million people. Of these 
natural disasters, 90% were caused by weather. Tornados, 
hurricanes, floods, drought, wild fires and extreme 
temperatures are examples of natural disasters related to 
weather and climate.

The average number of natural disasters per year has been 
increasing over the past half century. Despite this trend, 
the number of deaths associated with these disasters 
has been decreasing. This remarkable decline is a result 
of preparedness and prevention. Early warning and 
emergency management systems can significantly reduce 
the impacts on human life. 
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Time to read
After using pre-reading strategies, read the following 
article from the Los Angeles Times newspaper. 

Lead found in women’s accessories

Dozens of vinyl and fake leather women’s products from 
major retailers contained high levels of lead, according to 
the Center for Environmental Health.

Testing by the group over the last six weeks found lead in 
handbags, purses and wallets from stores such as Target, 
Macy’s, Wal-Mart, Sears, and JCPenney. Brands with lead 
traces included Nine West, Xhilaration and Rosetti.  

Just five of the 21 retailers visited by the Center for 
Environmental Health had safe products. The rest violate 
state standards for lead exposure under California’s 
consumer protection law, the group said. 

Some items had lead levels up to 90 times higher than the 
federal standard, which limits lead in paint to 600 ppm, 
the group said. Though lead was found in handbags of 
all colors, the group said it was most prevalent in yellow, 
green and orange colors.

Activity 6
The following vocabulary words appear in the previous article. 
Choose the definition that best fits each word. Use contextual 
clues from the reading to infer the meaning of these words.

1.  prevalent
 A. ugly
 B. common
 C. delicious
 D. happy

2.  lead levels
 A. amounts of lead
 B. flavors of lead
 C. lead-free
 D. height of the lead

3.  retailers
 A. mothers
 B. drivers
 C. shoppers
 D. venders 

4.  vinyl
 A. fashionable
 B. expensive
 C. a synthetic material
 D. organic
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Activity 7

The following sentences describe how our health can be 
affected by the environment. Rewrite the sentences to show 
how the environment can cause health problems. Each 
sentence should include the phrase “can cause”. Answers may 
vary slightly from those found in the answer key.  Follow the 
example below.

Example:  Many people exposed to air pollution  
  develop respiratory problems.

Answer:  Being exposed to air pollution can   
  cause respiratory problems.

1.  Many people with skin cancer have had a lot of 
exposure to the sun.

2.  Children who are exposed to lead often have anemia 
and nervous system problems.

3.  Certain diseases spread when there are floods.
4.  Skin irritation is a common problem for people who 

use toxic cleaning products.

Activity 8
When an action or event makes something happen, you have an example of “cause and effect”. The first action is the “cause” and 
the result is the “effect”. For each action or event listed below, choose the item from the box that is the most likely “effect” or result. 
Follow the example below.

Example:  Cause - The tree behind the house was cut down.
Answer:  Effect - The extra sunlight made the house hotter.

Cause Effects
1 mike did not sleep very much last night. A she has lost weight and feels better.
2 mary has been eating less and exercising more. B The extra sunlight made the house hotter.
3 There are fewer forests than there used to be. C she became very dehydrated.
4 i was in the sun all day. D he is very tired today.
5 she did not drink any water that day.  E my face got sunburned.

There are many examples of environmental and health 
related problems. In the following activities you will 
examine the causes of these problems. Looking for the 
cause is a good place to begin the search for a solution.

Don’t forget!

In the last lesson you brainstormed solutions to 
environmental problems. You will now choose 
one of these solutions to write about. Write an 
introductory paragraph that describes an example 
of environmental damage and introduces a 
solution. Begin your paragraph with a strong 
statement that grabs the reader’s attention. This 
paragraph will serve as the basis for an essay that 
you will write at the end of the unit.

Hands on! 5D
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Activity 9
Practice distinguishing between “effect” and “affect”. Fill in the 
blanks using “effect” and “affect”. Remember that the “effect” 
is the change or result and “affect” means to cause a change. 
Follow the example below.

Example:  Pesticides and fertilizers have __ the  
  quality of many lakes and rivers. 

Answer:  affected

1.  Tobacco smoke is harmful and can even __ the 
health of non smokers. 

2.  Rising sea levels is one of the __ of global warming.
3.  The __ of the cigarette tax was an increase in the 

price of cigarettes.
4.  Even though some countries pollute the air more 

than others, air pollution __ us all.
5.  The greenhouse __ has been caused by gasses such 

as CO2.

Activity 10

Listen to the following description of a natural disaster  
             and answer the questions below.

1.  What kind of natural disaster is being described?
2.  How did the neighbors protect their windows?
3.  Where did the family stay while they repaired   

the house?
4.  How will they prepare next time a hurricane comes?

Activity 11
Divide the following sentences into two parts, the “cause” and 
“effect”. Follow the example below.

Example:  The roof began to leak when the   
  rain arrived.

Answer:  cause: the rain arrived effect:   
  the roof  began to leak

1.  She couldn’t read without glasses because her 
eyesight was poor.

2.  Over fishing has reduced the number of tuna in   
the ocean.

3.  After smoking for 30 years, he developed lung cancer.
4.  I got very sick after drinking contaminated water.
5.  The mudslide happened after four consecutive days 

of rain.

Lesson core

In this lesson you have learned the difference between “effect” and “affect”. You have 
considered cause and effect relationships related to environmental and health issues. 
You have used pre-reading strategies to activate the knowledge that you bring to a 
reading. You have begun to brainstorm solutions to environmental problems and 
have written an introductory paragraph about a particular environmental problem.
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The ___ of climate change have been 
documented by scientists.
a) effects
b) affects
c) defects
d) reflex

How has the frequency of natural 
disasters changed over the last fifty years?
a) it has gone up
b) it has gone down 
c) it has stayed the same
d) nobody knows

What are pre-reading strategies used for?
a) They are used for people who can’t read.
b) They are used for finding a library.
c) They are used for speed reading. 
d) They are used for activating the   
 knowledge you already have.

1 3

2 Why is it important to consider the point of 
view of the author when reading?
a) Some authors don’t tell the truth.
b) Knowing her/his point of view can help  
 us put the reading into context.
c) It is best to read the works of authors   
 who have a lot of education.
d) Some authors cannot see very well.

4

PREPARE FOR WHAT YOU CANNOT PREVENT

 
Natural disasters cannot be prevented but we 
can be prepared for disasters and work to limit 
their effects. El Salvador is a seismically active 

country with a long history of earthquakes. 
Tall buildings are especially at risk during an 

earthquake and need to be designed to resist 
any seismic activity. Earthquakes cannot be 

prevented but we can work to limit the damage 
that they cause.

Answers:1. a    2. d    3. a    4. b

UNIT 4
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Choose the letter that best answers each question or statement.
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Unit Five Lesson 5
are we really concerned abouT 

The environmenT?Getting started!

What is an environmental treaty?
What does it mean to skim a document?
What are some important environmental laws?
How can people with diabetes control their disease?

Achievement indicators
 I can grasp details on health matters, causes and solutions from 

recorded authentic material. 
 I can coherently write a 300 word persuasive essay on actions to 

prevent further environmental damage.

Glossary: 
Ban: something means to eliminate or make illegal.

 I can use editing and proofreading strategies (peer editing, grammar 
and spell check, proofreading checklist), before writing final drafts.

 I can effectively skim bulletins, letters and articles on environmental laws.

Conversation and more 
Listen to and read the following conversation.  Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.

A:  Where did you guys stay when you went to the 
beach last weekend, Charles?

B:  My wife and I stayed with my mother-in-law.  She 
lives near the beach. We took a walk on the beach 
Saturday night and saw a sea turtle laying eggs. 

A:  Really? I have never seen that.
B:  I had never seen it either. My mother-in-law says 

that there are more sea turtles now than in the past. 
A:  I wonder why that is?
B:  I think that it is because they banned the harvest of 

sea turtle eggs a few years ago.

Activity 1
Answer the following questions about the previous conversation.

1.  What kind of animal did Charles see at the beach? 
2.  Where did Charles and his wife stay?
3.  Has Charles’ mother-in-law noticed that sea turtles 

are more or less common now than in the past? 
4.  Why does Charles think there are more sea turtles 

now than there used to be?
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 Language in use
Listen to the following information about diabetes.

Activity 2

Listen to the information again and answer the   
             following questions.

1.  Which people are the most at risk of developing 
diabetes?

2.  What is diabetes?
3.  How can people reduce their risk of developing 

diabetes?
4.  How much exercise is necessary to make a 

difference for someone who already has diabetes?

Activity 3
Each of he following rows shows a cause, an effect and a solution to a certain problem or condition. Fill in the blanks with the 
sentences in the box below to complete the cause – effect – solution sequence.

Cause Effect Solution
1. That means that i have a higher risk 

of developing the disease.
2.

millions of people suffer from 
diabetes.

3. 4.

James is overweight. 5. it is important that James loses 
weight in order to stay healthy.

A.  People with diabetes should follow the advice of 
their doctor, eat healthy foods and exercise.

B.  I try to eat a balanced diet, exercise and watch my 
weight to reduce my chances of developing diabetes.

C.  His obesity increases his risk of developing diabetes.
D.  There is a history of diabetes in my family.
E.  Diabetes causes high levels of blood sugar. 
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Time to read
Read the following passage about John Muir, one of the 
first American conservationists. Before reading, think 
about what you know about conservationists and the 
environmental movement.  

John Muir was born in Scotland in 1838. His family 
moved to the United States when he was eleven years 
old. Muir worked for the preservation of U.S. wilderness. 
His writings and philosophy strongly influenced the 
modern environmental movement.

John Muir worked to save the wilderness areas in the 
Western U.S. from development and exploitation. In 
1903, President Theodore Roosevelt accompanied Muir 
on a visit to the Yosemite Valley in California. They spent 
three nights camping in Yosemite at a place called Glacier 
Point. During the visit, Muir told the president how the 
state of California had allowed the exploitation of the 
valley’s resources. 

Muir convinced President Roosevelt that the best way 
to protect the valley was through federal control and 
management. In 1906, President Roosevelt signed a bill 
that put the park under federal protection.

Activity 4
Answer the following questions about the previous reading.

1.  How has John Muir influenced modern 
conservationists?

2.  Which American president did John Muir take 
camping in Yosemite?

3.  Why did Muir think that Yosemite should be 
protected by the federal government instead of the 
state of California? 

4.  In what year was Yosemite put under federal protection?

Activity 5
In El Salvador there are many rare and endangered species of 
plants and animals. Some are in danger of extinction. What 
do you think would be the best way to protect the ecosystems 
where these plants and animals live? Explain your solution in 
a short paragraph.

The first national parks were created in the United States. Ken Burns, who 
spent six years researching the history of America’s national parks says  that 
conservationists like John Muir were not only motivated to conserve these 
areas for scientific reasons. Burns claims that they were primarily motivated by 
spiritual reasons claiming that “saving these places would be good for our souls.”

What for?
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Time to read
Read the following news bulletin that appeared on the 
website www .politico.com in May of 2009.  Look up any 
new words in a dictionary.

Obama announces new mileage standards
President Barack Obama announced plans on Tuesday 
for a national fuel-economy and greenhouse-gas 
standard that would significantly increase mileage 
requirements for cars and trucks by 2016.

Obama called it a “historic agreement to help America 
break its dependence on oil, reduce harmful pollution 
and begin the transition to a clean energy economy.” 

The new requirements require an average mileage 
standard of 39 miles per gallon for cars and 30 mpg for 
trucks by 2016 – a jump from the current average for all 
vehicles of 25 miles per gallon. 

Activity 6
Choose the letter that best completes each sentence about the 
previous article.

1.  New fuel standards will affect __.
 A. airplanes   
 B. cars and trucks
 C. foreign countries  
 D. the economy

2.  The new standards take effect __. 
 A. in 39 days   
 B. in 30 days
 C. In May of 2009  
 D. in 2016

3.  Mpg stands for __.
 A. many people giving 
 B. multi-party government
 C. make plants grow  
 D. miles per gallon

4.  The current average mpg for all vehicles is __.
 A. 39 mpg   
 B. 30 mpg
 C. 25 mpg   
 D. 50 mpg

Activity 7
The new fuel economy standards have been called a “historic 
agreement to help America break its dependence on oil.” 
Why is dependence on oil a problem? Why are tougher fuel 
standards part of the solution? Answer these questions in a 
short paragraph.

Glossary: 
Tough: strict.
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Skimming is when you quickly read parts of a document to get the main idea. 
Skimming techniques include focusing on section titles and reading the first 
sentence of each paragraph. The goal is to quickly identify the main idea of a text.

Don’t forget!

Time to read
The Convention on Biological Diversity is an 
international treaty that was adopted at the Earth Summit 
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June 1992. El Salvador is one 
of 192 countries that have signed the convention. 

Objectives and Goals of the Convention 
on Biological Diversity

Objectives:
To conserve biological diversity, promote the sustainable 
use of its components, and encourage equitable sharing 
of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic 
resources.  Such equitable sharing includes appropriate 
access to genetic resources, as well as appropriate transfer 
of technology, taking into account existing rights over 
such resources and such technology.

Goals:
The Convention had three main goals:
1.    conservation of biological diversity 
2.    sustainable use of its components
3.    fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from   
        genetic resources.

Activity 8

Skim the objectives and goals of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity. Remember that when skimming, you should focus 
on the title, subtitles, and the beginning of paragraphs to 
understand the main idea of the reading.

Activity 9
After skimming the objectives and goals of the Convention on 
Biological Diversity, answer the questions below.

1.  What is the convention trying to conserve? 
2.  What sort of use of components of biological 

diversity does the convention permit?
3.  What should be fairly and equitably shared?
4.  How many main goals does the convention have?

Glossary:
Summit: conference.

Treaty: an agreement between countries.

Activity 10
Answer the following questions about the Convention on 
Biological Diversity and El Salvador.

1. What are some examples of protected areas in El 
Salvador that conserve biological diversity?

2. Many people depend on wood products for 
building, cooking, etc. Describe how forests can be 
sustainably used to feed our need for wood.

3. New technologies have created new ways of 
using genetic resources and of changing the genes 
of plants and animals. How do you think that 
genetically modified fruits and vegetables will 
change the way farmers grow food?
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Conversation and more 
Listen to and read the following conversation.  Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.  

A:  My dad says that the stream on our land used to 
have water all year round. Now it usually is dry   
by February.

B:  Why do you think that happened?
A:  All the land here used to be forest. Now that the 

forest is gone, there is less water in the ground.
B:  It must have been really beautiful here when your 

dad was young.
A:  Yes, and they say that the land was more 

productive then, too.
B:  It will probably never be that way again.
A:  Actually, it has been getting better. My dad has 

spent the last few years planting trees and working 
to improve the soil. He says that he has already 
started to see an improvement.

Activity 11
Answer the following questions about the conversation above.

1.  What has Debby’s dad been working to improve?
2.  What is there less of now that the forest is gone?
3.  When was the land more productive?
4.  Does Debby think that the quality of her Dad’s land 

can get better?
5.  In what month is the stream usually dry?

Trees help water enter into the soil. When trees 
are blown by the wind, the movement opens small 
cracks in the soil in which water can enter and 
filter down. Trees also create microclimates that 
can lower temperatures and decrease evaporation. 

What for?

In the final part of the project, you will edit the introductory paragraph that you wrote in the last lesson. First, begin by 
reviewing the proofreading checklist on page 206. After you proofread your writing, a peer edit can be very helpful. 

Peer editing is when students read and comment on each other’s work. Peer editing is useful for catching any 
missed errors from the proofreading checklist. Also, when peer editing another person’s work, you should tell them 
if there is anything unclear in their writing.  

If possible, exchange your edited paragraph with another student. Read each others work and correct or make 
comments if necessary. If you do not have anybody who can peer edit your work you should set your writing aside 
and return to it the next day. Seeing your work with fresh eyes is an important part of the editing process. 

Hands on! 5E
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Activity 12

Listen to the following passage about urban forestry   
             and fill in the blanks below.

Urban _(1)_ are the people in charge of the care and 
management of urban tree populations. These trees can 
have a variety of _(2)_. In urban environments, trees 
provide shade, _(3)_ and even food. People develop 
emotional attachments to trees. For many people living in 
cities, feelings of attachment to trees in their community 
can influence a desire to _(4)_ forests in general. 

The urban environment presents certain _(5)_. Trees can 
suffer from limited root space, poor soil quality, heat and 
pollution. Urban foresters are _(6)_ to deal with these 
and other challenges in order to make our cities greener.

Activity 14
Answer the following questions about activity 12.

1.  What kind of plants do urban foresters work with?
2.  Why do trees in the city make people want to 

preserve forests in general?
3.  What benefits do we get from trees in urban 

environments? 
4.  What are some of the difficulties of maintaining 

trees in the city?

Lesson core

In this lesson you have considered the 
importance of cause and effect relationships 
when looking for solutions. You have written 
about solutions to environmental and health 
problems. You have reviewed proofreading and 
editing techniques for use in your writing. You 
have practiced skimming documents and reading 
about different environmental and health topics.

Activity 13
Identify the cause and effect relationships in the   
following sentences.

1.  The sound of the rain woke me up.
2. I am tired after doing all that exercise.
3. Now that we have a cat, we don’t see mice anymore.

In order to find solutions to environmental or health 
problems, it is important to look at the cause of the 
problem. For example, it is easier to eliminate smoke 
from the home before respiratory problems occur than 
to treat the problems caused by smoke in the home.

Don’t forget!
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What is the purpose of skimming?
a) To learn new vocabulary.
b) To get the main idea.
c) To search for specific information.
d) To remember what you read.

What is a treaty?
a) the advice of a doctor
b) something really sweet
c) a conference
d) an international agreement

Fuel efficient cars get more ___ than less 
fuel efficient cars.
a) miles per gallon
b) f lat tires
c) people angry
d) dirty

1 3

2 Which of the following items can increase the 
risk that you might develop diabetes?
a) You get a lot of exercise.
b) You are overweight.
c) You are unemployed.
d) You have family members with diabetes.

4

AN INTERNATIONAL PARK

One international conservation effort that is 
working to preserve a mountainous cloud 

forest is the Plan Trifinio. The highest point in 
this protected area is where the borders of 

Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador converge. 

In 1987, these countries signed a declaration to 
protect the ecosystems of the area where the 

three countries converge. Each nation set aside 
a protected area. Guatemalan park is called 
The Biosphere Reserve “La Fraternidad”, the 
Honduran park is The National Park Trifinio-
Montecristo and the Salvadoran park is The 

National Park of Montecristo.

Answers:1. b    2. a    3. d    4. b, d

Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.
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Lesson 1

Activity 1:  1. Walter is inviting Patty to a volunteer   
 clean-up project. 2. They are going to   
 have a barbeque by the river. 3. Walter   
 suggests that Patty wear clothes that can  
 get dirty and a good pair of boots.   
 4. Everybody is going to meet at the   
 river at 8:00 a.m. 5. Patty is going to   
 bring drinks for the barbeque.

Activity 2:  1. reduce 2. plastic 3. reuse 4. possible   
 5. recycle 6. helps

Activity 3:  Answers may vary.
Activity 4:  Answers may vary.
Activity 5:  1. True 2. False 3. True 4. True 5. False 

Activity 6: 1. to reduce 2. to pay 3. to receive 4. to   
 produce 5. to save 6. to make

Activity 7:  1. to make 2. to pay 3. to save 4. to   
 produce 5. to reduce 6. to receive

Activity 8:  1. to tell 2. to be 3. to fly 4. to see 5. to pay
Activity 9:  1. B 2. C 3. A 4. E 5. D
Activity 10:  1. overbuilding 2. wetland 3. habitat   

 4. flood 5. Wildlife
Activity 11:  1. False 2. True 3. True 4. False 5. True   

 6. True
Activity 12:  1. B 2. D 3. A 4. C 5. E
Activity 13:  1. to avoid 2. to see 3. to boil 4. to recycle  

 5. to reduce 
Activity 14:  1. greenhouse 2. Wetlands, flooding   

 3. wildlife, habitat  4. Composting, reuse, soil 
Activity 15:  Answers may vary.
Activity 16: Answers may vary.

Lesson 2

Activity 1:  1. A new construction project has made  
 the river behind Julia’s house dirty.   
 2. They have started to plant grass.   
 3. They should have finished so that   
 the dirt didn’t wash into the river. 4. The  
 river has become dirty.

Activity 2:  1. Some examples include orca whales,   
 eagles and salmon. 2. 10 million gallons  
 of oil were spilled. 3. Animals died  
 from exposure to oil or because their   
 food was contaminated. 4. The Prince   
 William Sound is located on the southern  
 coast of Alaska. 5. New rules regulate how  
 and where oil tankers move in the Prince  
 William Sound and how new oil tankers  
 are built. 6. Fishing and tourism were   
 badly affected by the spill.

Activity 3:  Answers may vary
Activity 4:  1. Many rivers and lakes have been  polluted  

 by chemical fertilizers. 2. The climate has  
 been changed by human activity. 3. Wild life  
 habitat has been eliminated by construction.  
 4. Environmental damage has been caused  
 by oil spills. 5. Our personal health is   
 affected by the environment. 

Activity 5:  1. contaminated 2. spills 3. warnings   
 4. plastic 5. damage 

Activity 6:  1. not passive voice 2. passive voice   
 3. passive voice 4. not passive voice   
 5. not passive voice 6. passive voice 

Activity 7:  1. A car killed the dog in front of my house.  
 2. The oil tanker Exxon Valdez spilled oil in  
 the Prince William Sound. 3. My wife   
 found my wallet behind the sofa. 4. Captain  
 Rich Johnson sailed the boat from Acajutla  
 to Los Angeles. 5. The town band played the  
 national anthem in the park. 

Activity 8:  1. food supply 2. global warming   
 3. climate change 4. greenhouse gasses

Activity 9:  1. emissions from power plants 2. exhaust  
 from automobiles 3. gasses from landfills  
 4. burning of forests and deforestation

Activity 10:  4
Activity 11:  Answers may vary
Activity 12:  1. My friend Megan keeps a compost   

 pile behind her house. 2. There are   
 many ways to reduce air pollution.   
 3. This is Mr. Guerrero’s piece of land.  
 4. How long will you two be staying?   
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 5. My teacher said to me “come to school  
 on time or don’t come at all.”

Activity 13:  1. Human activity has changed the   
 chemistry of the atmosphere. 2. Over   
 fishing has decreased the number   
 of tuna in the ocean. 3. Housing   
 developments have destroyed many   
 wetlands. 4. The character Ebenezer   
 Scrooge expressed concern about over   
 population in the 1800s. 5. Climate   
 scientists have discovered new   
 information about the atmosphere.

Activity 14:  1. shown 2. grown 3. contaminated   
 4. reduced

Lesson 3

Activity 1:  1. B 2. A 3. B
Activity 2:  1. since 2. for 3. since 4. since 5. for 6. for 
Activity 3:  Group 1: a month, ten years, an hour, a   

 few minutes, one week, three days;   
 Group 2: I got sick, 1986, the phone rang, we  
 were in kindergarten, September, last week.

Activity 4:  1. for 3 more weeks 2. since 2005 3. for a  
 long time 3. for about 10 minutes 5. since  
 he was a kid

Activity 5:  1. Japan 2. 2004 3. Pakistan 4. carbon   
 dioxide 5. the United States

Activity 6:  Answers may vary.
Activity 7:  1. False  2. True  3. True  4. False

Activity 8: 1. B 2. D 3. A
Activity 9:  1. since 2. For 3. for 4. since
Activity 10:  1. Greenhouse gasses have caused rising   

 temperatures. 2. Scientists have warned   
 politicians about global warming for many  
 years. 3. Large cars produce more   
 greenhouse  gasses than small cars.   
 4. Rising temperatures have put polar   
 bears in danger. 5. Global warming has   
 altered the weather.

Activity 11:  1. worked 2. waiting 3. coming 4. been   
 5. lived 6. studying

Activity 12:  1. I have had breakfast. 2. We have seen   
 Mario. 3. Have you gone into town?   
 4. I have not finished my homework.   
 5. They have come here from Mexico.   
 6. He has built two houses.

Activity 13:  1. unfinished 2. finished 3. unfinished   
 4. finished 5. unfinished

Activity 14: 1. thousands of years 2. two hours 3. we  
 bought the house 4. two hours 5. he lost  
 his job 6. a few days

Activity 15:  1. has 2. have been 3. has 4. has 5. have been
Activity 16:  Jelen has been visiting her grandmother.

Lesson 4

Activity 1:  1. Owen’s house was more affected   
 because the earth below the house was   
 not well compacted when the house   
 was built. 2. Lucy is starting to read a   
 book about earthquake resistant home   
 construction. 3. The wall in the back of   
 Owen’s house cracked.

Activity 2:  Answers may vary.
Activity 3:  Answers may vary.
Activity 4:  Answers may vary.
Activity 5:  1. natural disasters 2. yes 3. they can reverse  

 a country’s social and economic   
 development by many years 4. no 5. the   
 number of deaths has been reduced 

Activity 6:  1. B 2. A 3. D 4. C
Activity 7:  1. A lot of exposure to the sun can cause   

 skin cancer. 2. Exposure to lead can cause  
 anemia and nervous system problems   
 in children. 3. Floods can cause certain   
 diseases to spread. 4. Toxic cleaning   
 products can cause skin irritation.

Activity 8:  1. D 2. A 3. B 4. E 5. C
Activity 9:  1. affect 2. effects 3. effect 4. affects 5. effect
Activity 10:  1. a hurricane 2. They covered their   

 windows. 3. in a local church 4. They   
 will cover their windows.
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Answer Key

Activity 11:  1. cause: her eyesight was poor; effect:   
 she couldn’t read without glasses 2. cause:   
 over fishing; effect: the number of tuna in   
 the ocean has been reduced 3. cause:   
 smoking for 30 years; effect: he developed  
 lung  cancer 4. cause: I drank contaminated  
 water; effect: I got very sick 5. cause: four   
 consecutive days of rain; effect: the  
  mudslide happened

Lesson 5

Activity 1:  1. Charles saw a sea turtle. 2. They stayed  
 at Charles’ mother-in-law’s house. 3. She  
 has noticed that they are more common  
 now. 4. Because the harvest of sea turtle   
 eggs was banned a few years ago.

Activity 2:  1. people with a family history of the   
 disease and people who are overweight   
 2. it is a disease that results in high levels of   
 blood sugar 3. by eating a balanced diet and  
 exercising 4. a moderate amount 

Activity 3:  1. D 2. B 3. E 4. A 5. C
Activity 4:  1. John Muir has influenced conservationists  

 through his writings and philosophy.   
 2. John Muir took President Theodore   
 Roosevelt camping. 3. The State of   
 California was exploiting the valley’s   
 resources. 4. Yosemite  was put under   
 federal protection in 1906.

Activity 5:  Answers may vary.
Activity 6:  1. B 2. D 3. D 4. C
Activity 7:  Answers may vary.
Activity 8:  Answers may vary.
Activity 9:  1. The convention is trying to conserve   

 biological diversity. 2. The convention   
 permits sustainable use. 3. The benefits   
 arising from genetic resources should   
 be fairly and equitably shared. 4. The   
 convention has three main goals.

Activity 10:  Answers may vary.

Activity11: 1. Debby’s dad has been working to   

 improve  the soil. 2. Now that the forest is    
 gone there is less water in the ground. 3. The  
 land was more productive when Debby’s   
 dad was young. 4. She does think that the   
 land can get better. 5. The stream is usually dry  
 by February.

Activity 12:  1. foresters 2. functions 3. privacy   
 4. preserve 5. challenges 6. trained

Activity 13: 1. Cause:  the sound of the rain.  Effect:   
 I woke up. 2. Cause:  all that exercise.   
 Effect:  I am tired 3. Cause:  the cat   
 Effect:  we don’t see mice. 

Activity 14: 1. Urban foresters work with trees.   
 2. An attachment to trees in your   
 community can influence a desire   
 to protect forests in general. 3. Trees in   
 urban environments provide shade,   
 privacy and even food. 4. Limited root   
 space, poor soil quality, heat and   
 pollution are some of the difficulties   
 of maintaining trees in the city.
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Hands on!

Purpose

In this project you will write a three hundred word essay about an environmental problem and your proposed 
solution. You will use editing strategies such as proofreading and peer editing as key components of the revision 
process.

Theory and practice

Your essay should contain an introductory paragraph that clearly presents your solution or recommendation. 
The body of the essay may contain several paragraphs that develop your idea. In the body of the essay, be sure 
to explain why a solution is necessary and how your solution will work. 

The final paragraph should be similar to the introductory paragraph. Here you will remind the reader of the most 
important points in your essay. End the final paragraph with a strong sentence that will stay in the mind of the 
reader.

Development

After writing your essay, it should go through at least one major revision. If possible, have another student 
peer edit your essay. This revision should focus on the content and the clarity of the writing. This is your 
chance to receive comments about which parts of your essay are the strongest and which parts might need to 
be changed.

After making these revisions, it is time to proofread your essay. When you are done, have someone else read 
your work one last time to check for any errors.

Wrap up

Writing is an excellent way to develop ideas and sharpen arguments. Your essay should express and defend an 
opinion. When writing your essay, remember that the goal should be to convince a skeptical reader of your point 
of view.

“Environmental problems and solutions”
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Resources

For more information about global public opinion surveys:

The Pew Global Attitudes Project
http://pewglobal.org/ 

For more information about pre-reading strategies:

http://www.studygs.net/preread.htm 

For more information about environmental treaties, visit the Environmental Trea-
ties and Resource Indicators (ENTRI) website:

http://sedac.ciesin.org/entri/index.jsp 

For 24 hour coverage of American politics:

www.politico.com 

For up-to-date information on climate change, including which regions of the 
world are the most vulnerable, visit the Center for International Earth Science In-
formation Network at visit Columbia University website:

http://www.ciesin.columbia.edu/ 

For more information on climate related natural disasters, climate trends and fore-
casts, visit the World Meteorological Organization:

http://www.wmo.int/pages/index_en.html

For the original article about Lead found in women’s accessories and other news, 
visit the Los Angeles Times newspaper online:

www.latimes.com/

Ken Burnes’ documentary on national parks is called The National Parks: America’s 
Best Idea. A story about this documentary can be found on the National Public 
Radio website:

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=113201245




